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Listening to
Brene Brown - Unlocking Us Podcasts with Ibram X Kendi - How to
be an anti-racist
Link to listen

Watching
Leadership webinar from the BIG questions institute about new
lenses for education
Link to watch
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Bryan Stevenson - TED talk - We need to talk about an injustice
Link to watch

Ten documentaries to watch about race instead of asking a person
of colour to explain things to you
Link to watch
An analogy for those you want to understand - BeTall Libra
(Facebook)
Link to watch

Thomas Sowell (1930- )
An influential African American economist who is known for his
controversial views on race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status,
Thomas Sowell was born in Gastonia, North Carolina in 1930.
When he was eight, his family moved to Harlem, New York.
Link to watch

Reading
Articles on international school education and curriculum
Cultivate active anti-racism in international schools
Read it here

An open letter to the international school community
Read it here

An open letter from a student to the AISB (Bucharest) community.
Read it here
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My white friend asked me on Facebook to explain white privilege. I
decided to be honest.
Read it here

A call to action for white educators who seek to be anti-racist
Read it here

A guide to equity and anti-racism for educators
Read it here

Article - The school that tried to end racism
Read it here
There is also a documentary on this - on Channel 4.

Curriculum as window and mirror by Emily Style
Read it here

Article - The Beginner’s Guide to Racially Conscious Theatre
Read it here

Creating a Schoolwide Racial and Social Justice Initiative
Read it here

How White Educators Can Approach Anti-Racist Work
Read it here
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Books
How to be an anti-racist by Ibram X Kendi

Why I’m no longer talking to white people about race by Reni
Eddo-Lodge

#BLM plays & poetry - curated by RHSA Learning Commons (From
the librarian at RHSA, Toronto, Canada)
Learn more here

Organisations
Maokwo
Representation and inclusion in arts and culture. Supporting
BAME migrants, refugees, asylum seekers, artists and communities
on the margins.
www.wearemaokwo.com
SEED - Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity
‘SEED partners with schools, organisations and communities to
develop leaders who guide their peers in conversational
communities to drive personal, organisational and societal change
towards justice.’ https://nationalseedproject.org/
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We See You WAT
American BIPOC theatre workers demanding changes in theatre
making
www.weseeyouwat.com/

Specific resources for the classroom
Facing Our History: Antiracism in International Schools WorkBook
A Google doc of resources shared during a webinar called Facing
our History, organised by The Association of International
Educators and Leaders of Color
Learn more here
From ISTA artist and teacher Desta Hailé and colleagues.
Cultivate active anti-racism in international schools
Learn more here

Inclusive Teaching Practices Toolkit, Association of College and
University Educators
Learn more here

Alan H. Green on The Reality of Color-Blind Cast
Learn more here

#BIPOCSwap List - The Plays
Learn more here
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